
Timetable for Sycamore Class  
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Reading 20mins at least Reading 20mins at least Reading 20mins at least Reading 20mins at least Reading 20mins at least 

RE Research 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religi
ons/judaism/  
Read about the Sabbath.  What 
could we learn from the Jews about 
the way they observe the Sabbath 
that would help us? 

RE Research 
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History Project on the Mayans 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topic
s/zq6svcw  
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Music – Harmony 
https://classroom.thenational.acade
my/units/harmony-cf55 

French Je fais du sport  
https://classroom.thenational.acade
my/units/je-fais-du-sport-777f  

Science- Humans and Animals 
Over time 
https://classroom.thenational.acade
my/units/humans-and-animals-
over-time-db18    

PE Games Activity 
https://classroom.thenational.acade
my/units/games-activity-passing-
and-receiving-3ca4 
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 Keep up with times tables on Times tables RockStars - you know if you were doing extra in class 
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Do a mini project on St John 
Vianney (1786-1859) 
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Give examples of changes you 
might make to your life. 
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